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ABSTRACT
Information extraction is a task that can extract meta-data information from text. The research
in this article proposes a new information extraction algorithm called GenerateIE. The
proposed algorithm identifies pairs of entities and relations described in a piece of text. The
extracted meta-data is useful in many areas, but within this research the focus is to use them in
news-media contexts to provide the gist of the written articles for analytics and paraphrasing of
news information. GenerateIE algorithm is compared with existing state of the art algorithms
with two benefits. Firstly, the GenerateIE provides the co-referenced word as the entity instead
of using he, she, it, etc. which is more beneficial for knowledge graphs. Secondly GenerateIE
can be applied on multiple languages without changing the algorithm itself apart from the
underlying natural language text-parsing. Furthermore, the performance of GenerateIE
compared with state-of-the-art algorithms is not significantly better, but it offers competitive
results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modelling data with machine learning algorithms has shown promising results in various areas,
such as image processing, robotics and natural language processing. These areas are growing,
both in size and number, and machine learning becomes more advanced every day. Especially
within news-media companies that tries to reach their customers with functional and promising
algorithms. Natural language processing which is a very central part of companies that produce
content can combine several models that compute bits and pieces of information about the text
into a single model for a particular predictive goal. This research will use previously well
explored natural language models to automatically extract information from text. The extracted
information can be collected into a database which one can derive knowledge from. The news
industries could then use this knowledge to analyse their supply and demand as well as creating
summaries of their articles and paraphrase words to make it more understandable by certain
target groups. While writing, there are different ways to express the message, while the gist of the
text remains the same. Depending on the intended audience, an author can adapt the text with
different formulation and terminology to ease the readers understanding of the text. The research
problem is about finding this gist from any written text. This paper is trying to achieve this by
extracting meta-data from the text. The algorithm developed in this paper is able to identify the
gist of the sentence regardless of the grammatical structure and individual expression of each
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author. With the information it would be possible for another algorithm or another person to
adapt the text based on who is reading it. Adaptation of texts to different audiences could with
this algorithm be dynamically automatized in the future. Therefore, the aim of this research is to
extract meta-data in terms of entities and what relations these entities have with each other. This
in turn can be captured automatically as the gist of the text. The text entities are words that
identify object/things for example "house" or "cat" and relations are binding words between these
entities such as "is" or "belongs to".
A knowledge graph one can quickly and flexibly query large data sets of entities together with
their relations and sometimes even conclude new relations based on the imported information.
The queries can answer what entities are connected and what relation they have with each other.
From this information, possible answers can logically be derived by the algorithm. For example,
if the goal is to know which colleagues are working with "Johannes Lindén", it is possible to
query for entities that have a relation "colleague" with "Johannes Lindén". However, indirect
relations and entities can also be found automatically. For instance, based on the sentence
"Johannes Lindén works at Mid Sweden University", an indirect entity such as "A colleague"
could also have the relation "works at" with the entity "Mid Sweden University". There is a
significant number of indirect relations and entities which can be generated and one consequence
is that it scales poorly in terms of storage and performance in relational databases. Instead,
trained knowledge graph models can be used [1]. The data sets that these knowledge graph
models are trained on are often generated from information extraction models. The information
extraction algorithm developed in this research is called Generate Information Extraction
(GenerateIE).
The goal of this research is to create an algorithm, GenerateIE, that extracts information from
plain texts in multiple languages. A second goal is to combine a set of state-of-art algorithms to
enhance the information extraction process of the GenerateIE algorithm. To evaluate these goals
there are two metrics that will be considered. The first metric will be the accuracy of the number
of correctly extracted data-points from the text. The second metric will be the intersection
between a set of evaluation algorithms, e.g., a comparison of data-points that were found by one
algorithm, but not by other algorithms. The novelty of this research is to use grammatical rules,
common to multiple Germanic languages, to deduct which words are entities and relations.
Another novelty is to extend the information extraction concept within area of news-media as
well as reaching competitive accuracy with other state-of-the-art algorithms.
The remainder of this article is as follows: Section 2 presents relevant related work for this research. Section 3 presents our approach and the proposed model. Section 4 presents our
evaluation thereof and the results. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions and our future
work.

2. RELATED WORK
Information extraction is a difficult task, mostly because of complexity and variations in
languages but also because there are few ways to evaluate the output [2, 3]. The output is
generally a list of data-points. One data-point consists of three components, subject, relation and
object, often referred to as a triple. Today’s algorithms are capable to solve the information
extraction task in English with either a greedy result with duplicated triples or missing entire
sentences. They are today usually based on a fuzzy dataset, which is used to train a neural
network model such as the OpenIE project [4]. A fuzzy dataset contains noise, and it is hard to
determine the real accuracy and how well it performs for a certain use-case. The OpenIE
algorithm has had several iterations of improvements over the years with contributors from for
example Wu and Weld [4] as well as Angeli et al. [5]. Investigations of multi-lingual information
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extraction have been conducted by Claro et al. [6] which have a similar setup of supervised
training. The OpenIE approaches all use a training data set for the information extraction itself
and additional training on the dependent components such as dependency parsing and part-ofspeech tagging as well.
Gashteovski et.al has developed an information extraction model called MinIE [7]. The MinIE
algorithm is a combination of an older algorithm called ClauseIE developed by Del Corro et. al.
[8] and aggressive information extraction optimization. The input of MinIE comes from the
ClauseIE algorithm that suggests clauses to be considered as informative constituents of the input
sentence. MinIE moves the constituents around until a potential relation is found.
There are things that complicate the matter of retrieving a sentence dependency tree and part-ofspeech tags even more and that is if a sentence has entities in it that are spanning multiple words
such as the cookie brand "Ben and Jerrys" or music band "Rolling Stones". The dependency
parsing will not treat these words as entities but rather include them in the dependency tree as if
they were separate. These entity problems require a trained named entity recognition model.
Extracting information also complicates things when a sentence might refer to previous
paragraphs or mentioned entities within such as he, she, it, that, them. A co-reference word model
may deal with most of these sentence references which has been investigated by Clark et.al [9].
Since a sentence can be formulated in several different ways and still carry the same information,
one consideration would be to try and simplify the sentence before using an information
extraction model, a work conducted by Narayan and Gardent where the goal was just this to
simplify the sentence [10].
Previous research is struggling to finding a good evaluation method since there are nearly no
existing qualified data sets for the task of training such a model. Either a noisy labelled data set is
used to estimate the performance of the algorithm, or the existing algorithm is compared with
another in different ways. In the handbook of natural language processing, Alexander Clark et
al.[11] are writing about different methods of dealing with evaluation when lacking a correct
dataset within the NLP field. Alexander’s handbook among other articles summarizes the ways of
evaluation into four different methods which are considered in this research [11, 12, 13].
1. Intrinsic evaluation: Manually tag a set of label and compute precision, recall and
sometimes F-score.
2. Extrinsic evaluation: Use QA data set and match label with answer and question (for
example WikiData→Wikipedia).
3. Laboratory evaluation: Letting people say if the predicted label is correct or incorrect.
4. Real world cases evaluation: Use people with expertise of which label should exist of
sentences related to their field of expertise.
Intrinsic and laboratory evaluation requires some form of definition how to label the data points
and although this was investigated, a decision was made to postpone this evaluation since the
longer the sentences the more complex they became to label. The intrinsic evaluation is more
complex and will therefore take longer time to label than the laboratory evaluation and the probability of error is also higher for the intrinsic evaluation. Extrinsic evaluation would work for a
customer QA system. However, the news-media business case requires specific types of data
which is not available for extrinsic evaluation at the time of writing. The real-world case
evaluation re-quires experts within the English language and there are no openly accessible data
sets for this purpose.
Google released a data source platform called GDELT [14] that stores billions of news metadata
from all over the world, such a system could be used as valuable information to further enhance
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an IE algorithm. The system has the computer power to store and monitor world news on the
internet from certain news sources, new events as well as events reaching as far back in time as
1979.Over 200 million events are recorded from over 240 countries and available for live
requests. A similar system for crisis news is the Integrated Crisis Early Warning System
(ICEWS). In 2013, a comparison between the GDELT and ICEWS was made that compared the
popularity and scale of the two data sources. [15]

Figure 1. An overview of the proposed GenerateIE model. The input is an arbitrary text and the output is a
list of data-points referred to as triples. A triple consists of a subject, relation and object components.

3. METHOD
The method of extracting information meta-data from texts used in this article is to propose a new
algorithm called GenerateIE that is composed by several natural language processing models as
well as a final algorithm that combines their predictions all together into a list of entity pairs and
their relation, called a triple. Figure 1 shows an overview of how these natural language
processing models are combined as well as the concept of the algorithm. Furthermore, the
method section will explain the data sets, each natural language processing model, the final
algorithm and how itis evaluated.

3.1. Dataset
The data set used when training the models of this research is Wikipedia articles selected by
random sample with a total of 1000 articles. The data set is a good candidate since information
can be extracted for different Germanic languages with texts of the same format and content.
While preparing the data set some filtering was done for empty pages with no sentences as well
as the format parameters within the articles written in XML syntax. The data set itself does not
have any labels thus it is needed to manually evaluate the extracted triples by selecting reviewers.
For the models requiring part-of-speech tags and dependencies another data set called Universal
Dependencies [16] was used for the English language and a similar derived data set called
"Talbanken" was used for the Swedish language [17, 18]. For the named entity recognition
model, a pretrained model is fine-tuned with an additional entity type, relation, on WikiData data
set. All relations in WikiData are extracted and a string match approach is used from the verbs
written in Wikipedia articles.

3.2. Bag of Words
The first step in Figure 1 is a constructed one layered neural network model that will transform
text paragraphs from the data set into several word vectors. This neural network is known as a
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bag of words algorithm. The word vectors are unique vectors that map the paragraph context
associated with the word to a high dimensional vector space. A sigmoid activation function
makes sure that the elements are bounded and by mapping the activation function according to
Equation 1 it is ensured that the bounded values are within the interval -1 to 1. The vectors are
constructed such that each element represents neighbouring words in a window. This way it is
possible to relate a word by distance from another word [19]. The relation of two words can be
obtained by computing the cosine similarity between their vector representations, see Equation 2.
The cosine similarity will give a positive value when they are sharing similar contexts, a value
close to zero when they have nothing in common, and a negative number when they appear in
opposite contexts [19]. The vectors can also use common subtraction and addition operations to
retrieve related word vectors, see Equation (3) for an example.

The Bag of Words algorithm takes an unstructured sequence of words forming a text sentence as
input. The language of GenerateIE algorithm is for comparison reasons in English but Swedish
language has also been evaluated in similar ways. Experiments in previously conducted research
show that the continuous bag of words (CBOW) algorithm is reliable choice described by
Mikolov et al [19].

3.3. Named Entity Recognition
To identify known entities, such as names of locations, organizations, people and more, a Named
Entity Recognition (NER) model is used. Entities are identified by training a model that firstly
recognizes in which context an entity usually exists, and secondly recognizes entity variances,
i.e., multiple words can become an entity and certain words might be an entity in one context but
not in another. A way to avoid that the dependency parser separates the potential entity words, a
NER model is used to simplify prediction of the dependency tree and POS parser by replacing
multiple word entities with similar single word entities. Different NER models were tried out,
among them the model created by Finkel et.al. [20]. Among them, the GenerateIE performed best
with a bidirectional BERT model transformer [21] by Google in terms of performance, number of
entity types and a state-of-the-art research model. The supported types from the BERT model
were Person, Organization, Time, Object, Event and Location. Since Time already is supported
by the dependency parser, the entities used in this research were Person, Organization, and
Location, Event and Object. Both the Swedish and English pre-trained models where fine-tuned
on additional Wikipedia data while an additional entity type, Relation, was added. The Wikipedia
dataset did not initially have any entity labels and therefore names of relations from WikiData
was used by string matching the existing articles with the relation names.

3.4. Part-of-speech Tagger
The task of a Part-of-speech tagger (POS-tagger) model predicts a part-of-speech tag for each
word in the input sentence. The tags could be Nouns, Verbs, Adverbs etc., and there is also a
separate tag for special characters. Different languages have different number of tags. In total
there are 55 tags in the English language, whereas the Swedish language has 21 tags. There are
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several algorithms that predict these tags such as SyntaxNet [22], and StanfordNLP [23]. In 2016
Google released a POS-tagger called SyntaxNet [24] with state-of-the-art performance, and one
year later they announced an improved version [25]. In the experiments of GenerateIE the
SyntaxNet algorithm is used to provide the English part-of-speech. The Swedish part-of-speech
tagger is trained on a dataset from the resources mentioned in Nilson et al. [17]. The dataset is
originally made by Jan Einarson’s project is called Treebank [26, 18].

Figure 2. A part-of-speech example sentence parsed by SyntaxNet. The +– characters indicates a child
path, followed by the word, part-of-speech tag and relation to patent word.

3.5. Dependency Parser
The task of a dependency parser is to break a sentence down to word dependencies. Each word in
the sentence has a dependency to another word except for the root word. The dependencies
between each word are named relations, for example "object to", "determinates" etc. Different dependency parsers provide different amount of named relations, e.g., in StanfordNLP [27] there
are in total 47 named relations and in MaltParser [28] there are 65 named relations. In the
GenerateIE algorithm, the StanfordNLP is used for the English language whereas the MaltParser
is used for Swedish. See Figure 2 for an example of such a dependency tree together with the
corresponding part-of-speech tags.

3.6. Co-reference Words (Word Linker)
A co-reference algorithm can be used to detect words in a sentence that also refers to other words
in the context. For example, the sentence "John Doe went out for a break and he drank a cup of
coffee", the co-reference algorithm is to identify that the word "he" refers to "John Doe". By
linking these words together, the sentence dependency structure looks different and the extracted
triples would make more sense if put into a knowledge graph. The knowledge graph would not
contain the words he, she, it, them, they, etc. but instead they would be replaced by the original
name of the identified entity. The co-reference models could be trained by using heuristic loss
functions or reinforcement learning techniques [9]. The GenerateIE algorithm uses a co-reference
model as a word linker to enhance the identification of entities. The mentions of a word will be
linked together and replaced in the extracted information to enhance the value of each extracted
word entity.
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3.7. GenerateIE Algorithm
The GenerateIE algorithm will use the output of all previously mentioned algorithms (e.g., NER,
POS-tagger, and dependency parser) and combine them into triples. The output of GenerateIE in
Figure 1 is a set of triples T1, T2, ···, Tm. GenerateIE takes all the words and converts them into
word-vectors using the bag of words algorithm. The triple extraction itself is rule based. That
means that each word in a sentence is considered to be an entity and relation candidates. To
narrow down the real entities and relations, GenerateIE utilize their part-of-speech tags as well as
their word-dependencies. The part-of-speech tagger describes sentence parts as word classes.
Dependency parsers work with set of grammatical rules in order to find relations between
different word classes. This research uses the grammatical relations discovered by the
dependency parser, and the entities found by the part-of-speech tagger, and then connects and
reduces them into semantic entity-relation-entity triples, e.g., the elements to find the gist of a
text.
Through the part-of-speech-tagger the likeliness of a word being a relation is increased by
checking if the word is a verb. Similarly, the likeliness of a word being an entity is increased if
the tag is a noun. Furthermore, neighbouring words of nouns are being concatenated depending
on the grammatical rules found by the dependency parser. If the noun is bound to any word in the
following list, the word would be considered to be part of the entity and concatenated with the
noun:
1. The noun is bound to an adjectival modifier (an adjective modifying the noun), for
example, “the mother eats red meat".
2. The word is a number it is attached to the closest parent in the dependency tree.
3. The noun is bound to a nominal modifier, for example, "Dr. Andersson".
4. The noun is bound in a noun phrase as adverbial modifier, for example "I am 100 years
old".
5. The noun is bound to a compound word, for example, "Let me borrow your phone
book".
Similarly, the neighbouring words for a relation are being concatenated if the verb is bound to
any of the following list, the word would be considered to be part of the relation and
concatenated with the verb.
1. The verb is bound to an auxiliary word (a non-main verb), for example, "Meagan might
have been lying"
2. The verb is bound to a copula word (link between subject to a subject complement), for
example, "The sky is blue"
The found entities and relations are called soft entities and relations since they have yet not been
connected into a triple. For entities the likeliness is made certain if the named entity recognition
algorithm identifies one of the entities or their co-referenced word as an entity. For the relations
the likeliness is made certain if the extended named entity recognition identifies them.
Once the relations and entities are defined, they are connected into triples. The method of doing
this is to look at the dependency tree from the dependency parser and see if an entity is linked to
another entity going through a relation upwards in the dependency tree towards the root element.
Algorithm 1 shows the step-by-step instructions of connecting triples. More formally, parts of the
algorithm can be expressed with set theory. For an input sentence Sin=w1, w2, ..., wn where wk
is a word in the sequence of words of the sentence and |Sin|=n. The set of all words is defined as
W={Sin}. All elements in W will be considered as relations and entities in T= (wk, wl, wm)
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where T is an ordered triple information in the sentence Sin. The first position of T is the subject,
the second position is the relation and the third position is the object constrained to 0<k<l<m<=n.
The values of T are further limited to the condition wk ∈{E∩W}, wl∈{R∩W} and wm∈{E∩W}
where the entity set E∈{Noun,Conjuction}and relation set R∈{Verb}. The subject and object
words, wk and wm, should always be a children of the relation word wl. The child relations are
denoted Tl= (wk,dl,wl) and Tr= (wm,dr,wl) for left and right entity respectively, where dl, dr
∈{subject,modification} is the dependency relation between a pair of words in Sin. The retrieval
of T from Sin is shown in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1 can also be used for other Germanic
languages like Swedish, given that there are part-of-speech and dependency parser models of the
language we want to process. Since the models of OpenIE and MinIE are trained on an English
data set, information extraction on Swedish was not possible at this point intime with these
algorithms. The dependency parser rules used in this research are formulated for Germanic
language structures and therefore a worse accuracy can be expected for other types of languages.

There are two special rules about the entities. The first rule is about the named entity recognition
algorithm. This will identify multi-word entities from the NER model (for example "Twenty
century fox":organization) and make sure they are intact by verifying that an entity does not span
multiple entities. After the first rule the second rule is applied. The rule checks whenever a coreferenced word is found that this word will be replaced with the identified entity.

3.8. Evaluation
The GenerateIE algorithm is evaluated using one quantitative and one manual evaluation for
com-parison of the algorithms. The quantitative part consists of a comparison of the number of
triples found in each algorithm. The reason is to check whether any algorithm is missing any
triples that the other algorithms pick up and also to check for errors when an algorithm detects an
unreasonable amount of them. The manual evaluation consists of a randomly sampled set of 100
documents were selected reviewers label triples by hand as being correct or incorrect. The
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labelling is used to compute an accuracy for the selected data set. The order of the triples
generated by different algorithms have been randomized, so that reviewers would not recognize
which algorithm generated which triples. This would then avoid rating one algorithm more
favourably than another. As mentioned in Section 2, there are previous studies on four methods
of manual data-labelling to con-sider in our research. A laboratory evaluation (method 3) was
chosen over the intrinsic evaluation (method 1). Intrinsic evaluation is a more complex problem
since identifying triples without help requires more knowledge than saying weather an already
identified triple is correct or incorrect (as done in laboratory evaluation). Since no open
accessible data set was found, the real-world cases evaluation (method 4) was not an option. The
extrinsic evaluation (method 2) would be possible and should be evaluated, although for newsmedia the type of triples would need to be verified manually to ensure that the entities and
relations actually existed in the text. Furthermore, there are no QA-labels for news-media articles
that would be used in an extrinsic evaluation and therefore the laboratory evaluation (method 3)
in Section 2 was chosen to evaluate the GenerateIE algorithm.
The label-reviewers, consisting of the members in the research team of five people, went through
the extracted triples of all algorithms in a random order and determined from the text context if
the data sets were correct or incorrect. The instructions 1 were handed to the label-reviewers of the
subjective evaluation before they started labelling the dataset. The instructions consisted of an
explanation of how to identify an entity and a relation, how to connect the objects into a triple,
and how the labelling tool worked in detail. The explanation of how a triple is tagged is as
follows.
Entity:
1. An entity could be a name of a location, person or organization
2. An entity could be I, you, he, she it, they, etc. referring to some definition in 1)
3. An entity can consist of several semantically connected words, for example "green apple"
or “Adam Andersson" (note that in a sentence like "I like the green apple", both "green
apple “and "apple" are valid entities for the relation "like", whereas "green" is a valid
entity for the triple "apple is green")
Relation:
1. A relation consists of at least one verb connected to an entity.
2. A relation that exists along an adverb should be concatenated together to form the
relation, relations which do not concatenate the adverb is incorrect (for example "he is
running fast through the forest", "running fast" should be the relation)
Triple:
1. A triple can consist of an entity, relation, entity
2. A triple could consist of an entity, relation, adjective describing the entity (for example
"The ball is blue")
Once the data set is labelled the algorithms can be compared by accuracy, but since this is a new
data set an evaluation baseline is introduced in order to sort out algorithms that perform below
this baseline as unsuitable for the information extraction task. A completely random triple picker
1

Instructions available here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PLUToV2drUlCTIXmLYeIWjpcHzhnLj6krA5MamEB8d0/edit
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which considers all words to be entities and relations would have an accuracy of approximately
zero. Therefore, the baseline has to be a "reasonable smart" random model that would pair each
noun with each verb and consider all combinations of these as triples. Assuming there are one
verb and two nouns per sentence the random model would yield an accuracy as shown in
Equation4, but since the sentences should strive to be between 16-25 words [29] the accuracy is
drastically reduced. Let’s say that the baseline picks 3 words randomly from sentences, the
accuracy would converge towards one fraction of 16 in best case and one fraction of 25 in worst
case, see Equation6. Any algorithm that would have an accuracy above these base lines would be
considered a candidate for the triple extraction task.

4. RESULTS
GenerateIE is quantitatively evaluated, comparing the number of extracted information triples, as
well as manually evaluated, where a randomly selected sample set of the documents are labelled
correctly or incorrectly to estimate the accuracy. The results are presented in the subsequent
subsections.

4.1. Quantitative Evaluation
In total, 10000 Wikipedia articles were used to produce the results. Figure 3 shows the number of
unique relations recorded for OpenIE, GenerateIE and MinIE after each document. Figure
4shows the matching between each pair of algorithms. It seems like the number of triples is not
converging over time, but there are slightly less triples added by each article converging from an
exponential increase towards a linear increase of newly found triples. The GenerateIE seem to
find less relations than MinIE although finds more triples than MinIE in total as shown in
Figure5. Most of the matched triples in Figure 4 are new (the lines are linear) and because
multiple algorithms found the same triples, it motivates a higher probability certainty that the
triples are correctly extracted triples.
Figure 5 shows a Venn diagram of the extracted triples of the two algorithms. The number of
extracted triples of all algorithms are 398,408 triples, whereas 228,245 triples are only extracted
by OpenIE, 25,401 triples only by MinIE and 129,966 triples only by GenerateIE. A few
thousands of triples are found by all three algorithms. Extracting triples from even less articles
was also tested but yielded the same ratios as Figure 5.
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Figure 3. Total amount of unique relations extracted (y-axis) at a given iteration (x-axis)

4.2. Subjective Evaluation
The subjective results were produced by labelling the extracted information as correct or
incorrect for each algorithm. In total 100 Wikipedia articles were labelled. Table 1 contains the
numbers of triples identified by each algorithm together with how many of them where correct
respectively incorrect. From these values, we compute the accuracy and standard deviation in the
right-most column. The accuracy is the average number of correctly labelled triples shown in
Equation 7. The reviewer’s labels, correct and incorrect, could be represented in a stochastic
variable X∈{0,1} where x=0 translates to incorrect label and x=1 translates to correct label. Since
X could be either one or zero, the standard deviation uses the binomial distribution theorem about
estimating the variance σ(X)2 in Equation 8 given ˆp from the previously computed accuracy in
Equation 7.

Figure 7 shows a bar plot of all extracted triples of the three algorithms and how many of those
where correctly extracted. Figure 6 shows the accuracy of each algorithm and all possible combinations of them for the selected dataset. If the word linker is removed from GenerateIE
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Figure 4. Total amount of unique relations extracted when matching pairs of algorithms (y-axis) at a given
iteration (x-axis)

algorithm the accuracy is decreased to 31% while the standard deviation is also decreased
to±2.3% as shown in Table 1. The total combination of the common triples of all algorithms are
too small to evaluate further although computing the matched triples accuracy between OpenIE
and GenerateIE yields83% as shown in Figure 6. The dataset is a subset of the quantitative
evaluation with 100 articles, manually tagged triples with correct or incorrect. There are a total of
995 triples extracted by the algorithms, whereas 357 triples are only extracted by GenerateIE, 489
triples are only extracted by OpenIE and 51 only extracted by MinIE. There are a few overlaps
where, a pair, or all algorithms have found the same triples. There are 98 correctly extracted
triples by GenerateIE, 167 correctly extracted triples by OpenIE and 21 correctly extracted triples
by MinIE. The overlap is slightly less when looking at the correctly extracted triples.
Based on this subjective evaluation, it seems like the OpenIE algorithm finds a lot of entities and
relations that are not really classified as entities nor triples and it often suggests different
mutations of the same entity which yields incorrect result, which may or may not be desired in an
application using the algorithm. GenerateIE and MinIE are more conservative in suggesting
triples and only suggest one triple combination for each identified subject and object pair. This
impression is strengthened by Figure 3, where the line is steeper for OpenIE algorithm. The
accuracy seems to be better in the MinIE and OpenIE algorithms compared to GenerateIE, but it
is not significant at this point since it falls within the standard deviation interval.
Additionally, of the comparison a Swedish evaluation of the GenerateIE algorithm have been
done. It has 79 triples less than the English evaluation of GenerateIE with an accuracy of 41%
and a standard deviation of 2.8% as shown in Table 1. The GenerateIE algorithm evaluated on
the Swedish dataset does have a high accuracy compared to the English dataset of the same
algorithm.
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Figure 5. The triples extracted for the compared algorithms on 1000 articles
Table 1: The identified triples of OpenIE and GenerateIE and the result in accuracy
and standard deviation when performing 10 cross fold validation

5. DISCUSSION
After the evaluation there are several aspects that should be highlighted in all the algorithms. The
overlapped triples are very few and thus we cannot say very much about a combined accuracy in
this article but presumably when all algorithms extract the same triple, it is likely that it is correct.
The data-points are relatively few when quantifying the numbers - 100 articles and 995 triples in
total - but it is more than enough to compute stable accuracy and standard deviations. There is a
slight significance that GenerateIE is performing better with the word linker than without, and
that MinIE outperforms all other algorithms with the 68 triples that where been found in the
dataset, although that few triples mean that it is missing a lot of triples on almost half of the
articles. With the GenerateIE word linker there are no significance between
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Figure 6. The number of triples found by each algorithm on 100 randomly selected articles from the entire
dataset that was extracted and correctly extracted. To make room in the figure the naming was shortened
(OIE=OpenIE, GIE=GenerateIE, MIE=MinIE)

OpenIE and GenerateIE. Furthermore, all algorithms are significantly higher accuracy than the
baseline discussed in Section 3.8
The number of triples found by OpenIE is two times more than the GenerateIE algorithm in the
quantitative evaluation the MinIE is even fewer. Only a small amount of the triples, 0.3%, are
extracted by all three algorithms. The overlap is too small to give a just accuracy over all three
algorithms, although adding common triples for OpenIE and GenerateIE we get an overlap of
about3% and an accuracy of about 83%. The triples not found by any of the algorithms are
unknown since we don’t have a dataset tagged with triples in our evaluation. The lack of
knowledge of total number of triples in a sentence might make the accuracy higher than it
actually is e.g., the precision will be lower when including the unknown triples. Another
important fact to consider when com-paring these algorithms is that the GenerateIE algorithm can
handle multiple languages without any additional tweaks to the main algorithm as long as the
part-of-speech and dependency parser exists for the language of the input text, the accuracy seem
to be slightly higher of this evaluation even though the standard deviations overlap the OpenIE
algorithm and the GenerateIE algorithm with word linker capabilities. It seems like the number of
the unique found triples begin to in-crease linear but slightly decreases towards the end for both
algorithms for each iteration of new documents we extract information from. The curve could be
estimated as an O (n log n) function.
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Figure 7. The accuracy of each algorithm on 100 randomly selected articles from the entire dataset. The
black lines indicate the standard deviation of each evaluation. To make room in the figure the naming was
shortened (OIE=OpenIE, GIE=GenerateIE, MIE=MinIE)

6. CONCLUSION
The goal of this research was to create the algorithm, GenerateIE, that combines existing
algorithms to extract entity-relation-entity triples from plain texts to summarize the gist of it. The
extraction can be done with multiple Germanic languages for texts in the news-media domain. A
second goal was to combine a set of state-of-art algorithms to enhance the information extraction
process. The GenerateIE algorithm can extract triples that will with 36% probability represent a
partial gist of a sentence or paragraph. The algorithm has been compared and evaluated with two
other algorithms, OpenIE and MinIE, which have the same goal. This evaluation shows that the
GenerateIE algorithm performs slightly worse than the others in terms of the number of identified
triplets, but in terms of accuracy it performs better than MinIE and worse than OpenIE.
Additionally, GenerateIE gives the possibility to transfer the rules to different Germanic
languages and thereby also make it possible to use in a multi-language approach. Even though the
MinIE and OpenIE algorithms does not support Swedish language the evaluation of the
GenerateIE algorithm on Swedish language shows that the accuracy is even higher than its
English accuracy on a similar dataset. News-media companies will be able to use this algorithm
to further analyse their con-tent. Further also tell what the readers are interested in reading on a
much more detailed level than before for both Swedish and English texts. The impact of this
work will also affect other domains within NLP such as how one can approach summarizing of
text as well as deriving more knowledge from additional languages.
Regarding future work, a continued study is required to tweak the parameters of the algorithm to
increase the number of identified triplets and the accuracy. An intrinsic evaluation should be
performed to confirm the result in this paper for other languages than English and Swedish. The
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significance of non-found triples should be further evaluated because the evaluation in this
research only reflects the accuracy of the found triples leaving an uncertainty in the false
negatives affecting the recall score. It needs further to be determined how this research can be
applied to different domains other than the news-media domain.
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